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SUMMARY
This summer, Envision Consulting surveyed nonprofit staff and board leaders to better understand their
experiences since the pandemic began - and how they are thinking about and planning for the future.

The survey explored nonprofits' responses to shifting demand and requirements for program delivery,
budget impacts, and sustainability concerns. We found that while the majority of organizations
experienced significant changes to their program demand and delivery, revenue and expenses over the
past six months, the specifics of those changes varied widely.

The good news is boards are stepping up, creativity and innovation are flourishing, and equity is at the
front. The following pages include a summary of our findings, followed by Envision's recommendations
based on both those findings and our ongoing dialogue with hundreds of nonprofits about what they can
and should be thinking and doing now to prepare for the coming months.

With primary offices
We received 149 responses
to our survey, consisting of:

67% staff
20% board of directors
12% both or other

located in:

59% Los Angeles County (CA)
21% Other: Chicago, DC,
Denver, Philadelphia

8% New York

Annual budgets spanned a
wide range, from less than

$100,000 to over
$100,000,000.

6% Other California
5% Ventura County (CA)

Mission areas included mental health, housing and homeless services, education, health care, advocacy,
legal services, museums, food security, youth development, international aid, developmental disabilities,
immigration, environment, leadership development, capacity building… and more!
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Change and flexibility have been the constants for
all organizations over the past six months.
Since March, 98% of respondents changed
the way they deliver programs.
But the drivers and context
of those changes looked
different across the sector:

47% of respondents

33% reported a

20% of organizations

reported an increase

decrease in demand

have have reported no

in demand for their

for their services

changes in demand

services

32% stated that

22% stated that

44% of respondents

expenses increased*

expenses stayed the

stated that expenses

same

decreased

And the impact on
budgeted expenses
has been varied.

*Most of the increases were driven by personal protective equipment, technology and personnel.

Changes in staffing
generally tracked
with program and
EXPENSE impacts:

28% of organizations stated they have laid off employees
since March

23% stated that some employees are currently furloughed
24% are currently hiring program positions

Boards of directors are stepping up in the crisis:
49% of respondents reported their boards are more engaged since March
35% reported that engagement stayed the same
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Revenue since March has been a mixed, complex story.
From the pool of our survey respondents, PPP loans played a major role in

69% of respondents received a PPP loan.
(19% did not receive a loan; 7% did not apply; 5% didn’t know)
stabilizing revenue:

Nonprofit staff and boards worked hard to bridge gaps in funding:

56%
of organizations
launched one or more

51%
52%

emergency
appeals and
pandemic-related
campaigns

submitted more

35%

39%

conducted a

private foundation
reported an

grant proposals

virtual event
still solicited

overall increase

donations even

in fundraising

though they

efforts

cancelled a
special event

Increased foundation and individual giving were bright spots in fundraising:

40%

37%

of respondents reported

reported an

increase in individual

increase in

an

giving… and 40% saw an

foundation giving

increase in new donors
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But other income sources dropped or remained flat:

31%

51%

reported receiving the same level of

reported a decrease in

special event

government funding, as expected given

income as most events were cancelled

the timing in the fiscal year.

(or switched to virtual).

25% reported an increase;
12% reported a decrease

11% reported the same level;
5% reported an increase

48%
reported a decrease in

35%
earned income

reported a decrease in sponsorships and

with ticket sales, program fees and other

corporate giving, despite news that

participation-driven revenue deeply

companies ramped up donations to

impacted by "stay at home" orders.

COVID-19 relief and racial justice causes.

16% reported the same level;
4% reported an increase

28% reported the same level;
20% reported an increase
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When asked an open-ended question about their biggest
concern for the future, 38% of respondents described
worries about financial sustainability.
“We don't have the resources to address all
the needs that are about to present
themselves.”

“Fundraising: We are not a front line
organization and have concerns about

Despite these serious challenges and
demands, many nonprofit organizations
are embracing the call for deeper work in
diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI).

ongoing donations and grants, as resources
for many are tighter and funders redirect
resources.”

“Possible reductions in public funding if
economy does not rebound. Less private
funding as donors tighten belts.”

49%

of organizations reported that they
started new diversity, equity and
inclusion actions over the past
three months.

Examples of efforts include: forming DEI working
groups, collaborating with other organizations to
form anti-racism coalitions, professional
development, board training, deeper program
analysis, program and service enhancements.

“We are a small arts nonprofit, and we
are facing the elimination of all
government funding, and a decrease in
program services revenue because of the
pandemic.

At the same time, we are specifically
serving Black artists, and need to
increase program services without
additional support ongoing into the next
fiscal years.”
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Looking ahead to the next fiscal year, nonprofits continue to
plan for uncertainty and a mixed impact based on program
areas and revenue models.
Respondents that
anticipate hiring
program staff

35%

Respondents that
anticipate hiring
administrative staff

13%

17%

Respondents that
anticipate hiring
development staff

Respondents
who anticipate a
stable budget

27%

Respondents
who anticipate
increased
budget

26%

Organizations are also
thinking about innovative
approaches to sustain and
advance their missions.
31% of organizations reported
that they are considering
a strategic restructuring*
*The most common reasons

48%

for considering strategic
restructuring are to improve,
expand or sustain services

81%); enhance financial
48%), and increase
visibility and reputation (46%).
(

stability (

Respondents who
anticipate decreased
budget
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Based on these survey findings and our ongoing work
and conversations with hundreds of nonprofits in
California and beyond, Envision offers recommendations
for the coming months:
Engage board and staff in financial scenario planning so you can make decisions with the most
realistic information available. And if you did this in April, it’s time to revisit and revise.

Listen to your constituents to understand their greatest needs and use that input in your decision
making.

Direct your best projections of available resources to your highest priorities for programs and
services. This will likely involve some tough decisions and should involve the board of directors.

Continue to practice transparency, balanced with empathy and compassion, with your staff.
Provide regular staff briefings on the state of your organization and engage your team in problem
solving. But our “new normal” of work remains stressful and traumatic, particularly for nonprofit
professionals, so communications must be empowering and constructive.

Keep up the drive and momentum on diversity, equity and inclusion work. You don’t have to do it
alone; look for partners, peers and leaders who can offer support.

Stay in close touch with private and public funders and major donors. Be honest about your
situation and needs.

Don’t spend down all of your reserves. Even one month of expenses in the bank will give you
options and lessen anxiety.

Look around at other organizations serving a similar audience or community or need: are there
possible partnerships that could help everyone?

Contact us for recommendations tailored to your organization's unique
needs! Email us at info@envisionnonprofit.com or call 626-714-7577.
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